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Abstract: Left-ventricular myocardium was investigated with the electron microscope in normotensive rats with 

induced arterial hypertension as well as in case of the usage of monotherapy by angiotensin-converting enzyme 

inhibitors, calcium channel blockers, and the combined action of these drugs. It was established that monothera-

py with a calcium channel blocker has a strong positive effect on the myocardium of the left ventricle of animals 

with induced arterial hypertension (increased number of mitochondria; the number of intercalated disks and the 

volume of cardiomyocytes were also increased), monotherapy with angiotensin-converting enzyme and the com-

bined effect of above mentioned drugs did not have a positive impact on hypertrophy of the heart muscle. 
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1. Introduction 

Arterial hypertension (AH) refers to one of the most common syndromes of cardiovascular diseases. One 

fifth of the world is exposed to AH and it is one of the main risk factors related to high morbidity and mortality 

[1,2,3,4]. Blood pressure control, especially at the population level, stays low despite the fact that the levels of 

arterial pressure are easily recorded, and we have effective and safe medical drugs [5,6,7]. 

Modern treatment concept AH aims at not only reducing the level of blood pressure, but also decreasing the 

level of cardiovascular risk [8,9,10]. It is known that sufficient treatment helps to reduce disease related compli-

cations and increases life expectancy [11]. Regardless of this, the existing pharmacotherapy cannot always pre-

vent development of negative changes in target organs, and occasional occurrence of side effects of the drug, 

which impairs the effectiveness of treatment of patients with this pathology [12]. 

The aim of our study was to establish the patterns of ultrastructural features of the myocardium of the left 

ventricle of normotensive rats under conditions of induced AH and the possibility of its pharmacological correc-

tion. 

2. Materials and Methods  

The experiment was conducted on 40 white rats Wistar, which were kept in standard conditions in the vivar-

ium of the Medical academy named after S.I. Georgievsky according to the rules approved by the European 

Convention for the protection of vertebrates (Strasbourg, 1986) [13]. 

The animals that were under observation were divided into the following groups: first group – control group 

(with induced hypertension without correction); the second group - induced AH and the correction with the in-

hibitors of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE); the third group – induced AH and usage of the calcium chan-
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nel blockers; the fourth group – induced AH followed by the usage of enzyme inhibitor combined together with 

calcium channel blockers. 

Modeling of arterial hypertension was carried out according to the Grolman method [14]. Correction of arte-

rial hypertension was carried out by intramuscular administration of ACE inhibitors and calcium channel block-

er, diluted in saline daily for 2 months since the occurrence of resistant hypertension. Calculation of the dosage 

of the injected drugs was carried out considering the recommendations of Y. R. and R. S. Rybolovlev [15]. 

Rats were taken out of the experiment by giving light ether anesthesia followed by decapitation, observing 

"The rules of the works with experimental animals» [16]. 

For transmission electron microscopy, the material was processed using standard method [17]. Semi-thin 

sections (1 µm) were made on ultramicrotome UMTP-4 of Sumy production Association "Electron" (Ukraine), 

painted with methylene blue and viewed in a light microscope for indicative determination of material character. 

Ultra-thin slices (30-60 nm) manufactured on the same ultratome, contrasted in a saturated solution of uranyl 

acetate and lead citrate over Reynolds, and analyzed in an electron microscope of the same production associa-

tion. 

3. Results 

In the first group of the experiment in the myocardium of the left ventricle, compensatory-adaptive and de-

structive-dystrophic processes were observed. The intercellular space between the cardiomyocytes expanded, the 

lysis of organelles (primarily of the mitochondria) was noted, the perinuclear space was dilated, the cell nucleus 

was irregular in shape with scalloped edges. Blood filling of the vessels was increased, but effects of stasis and 

sludge were not observed. 

In the second experimental group, we observed marked hypertrophy of myocardium. Intercalated discs were 

thicker in comparison with the previous group. The amount of mitochondria was increased. However, the cor-

rectness of the ultrastructural organization of myofibrils, intercalated discs, and mitochondria and disrupted Z 

discs become tortuous and uneven in thickness.  

In the third experimental group, ribosomes accumulated in the sarcoplasm of cardiomyocytes, the granular 

endoplasmic net and elements of the Golgi apparatus grew in size. This can serve as evidence of activation of the 

structures that synthesize protein and, as a result can witness the appearance of myocardial hypertrophy. There is 

an increase in the volume of cardiomyocyte, which is accompanied by the appearance of folding sarcolemma, 

and also growth and expansion of T-tubes. 

There is an increase in the number of intercalated discs, which are located at a distance of 3-4 sarcomeres 

from each other in the places of formation of lateral growth of the cytoplasm. The nuclei of many cardiomyo-

cytes are large, polyploid. Diameter of the blood vessels supplying myocardium was dilated, which showed the 

improvement of the blood supply to the target organ influenced by the drug’s calcium channel blocker. Number 

of mitochondria and their diameter grew. Thus, we can talk about the positive effect of this drug on the morpho-

logical state of the myocardium.  

In the fourth experimental group, the striated structure of the muscle remained intact. Mitochondria were lo-

cated mainly around the nucleus. Signs of hypertrophy where noted at the myocardium, however, along with 

this, there were destructive-dystrophic changes (increase in number of lysosomes, degeneration in cardiomyo-

cytes, mitochondrial cristae clearly not differentiated) noted. It demonstrated the incomplete compensation in 

case of AH and the use of combined treatment. 

4. Conclusion 

1. Monotherapy with calcium channel blockers has a substantial positive effect on to the morphological con-

dition of the myocardium of the left ventricle of animals with induced hypertension. 
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2. Monotherapy with angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors and combined effect of the above mentioned 

drugs did not have a positive impact on hypertrophy of the heart muscle. 
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